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The link between the Management of People &

Patient Mortality in Acute Hospitals West M et al. Int J HR 

Mgt 2002 13:8 1299-1310

The impact of leadership and quality climate on 
hospital performance.
Shipton, Armstrong, West & Dawson. International Journal 
for Quality in Health Care 2008; pp1-7.
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….and the evidence
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VUCA
Do we acknowledge the new environment?

Volatile: change happens rapidly and on a large 

scale

Uncertain: the future cannot be predicted with 

any precision

Complex: challenges complicated by many 

factors - few single causes or solutions

Ambiguous: little clarity on what events mean & 

what effect they may have





8 Key Factors in Effective Teamworking: 
Michael West , Lancaster University Management School

1. Clear team leadership and identity- inspiring vision
2. Clear objectives- shared vision
3. Involvement in decision making and constructive debate-

commitment to excellent patient care
4. Effective communication and team members working 

interdependently
5. Accurate and timely feedback on performance
6. Managing conflict
7. Positive attitudes to diversity and positive, supportive 

relationships
8. Inter-team cooperation and effectiveness and 

organisational loyalty



Standards of Medical Leadership

Self



Standards of Medical Leadership

Team player / Team Leader



Standards of Medical Leadership

Corporate Responsibility



Certification

Will benchmark the leadership and management aspects of practice 

against agreed standards to:

• support continued improvement in individual practice

• support applying for medical leadership and management roles 

to help understanding the skills already mastered

• identify the skills they might usefully develop for such roles

• be recognised for achievement in this area.

Assessment will include a review of:  
Behaviours

Experience 
and impact

Knowledge



Vertical leadership development 

7%15%

Nick Petrie

Center for Creative Leadership 
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On Becoming a Leader

“So the point is not to become a leader. The 

point is to become yourself, to use yourself 

completely — all your skills, gifts, and energies 

... you must ... become the person you started 

out to be, and ... enjoy the process of 

becoming.”

Warren Bennis



Good leaders create followers

Great leaders create leaders.


